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West Florida shelf response to upwelling
favorable wind forcing: Kinematics
Zhenjiang Li and Robert H. Weisberg
Department of Marine Science,Universityof South Florida, St. Petersburg

Abstract. The barotropicresponsesof the west Florida continentalshelf to idealized
upwellingfavorablealongshoreand offshorewind stressesare studiedusingthe threedimensional,time-dependent,primitiveequationPrincetonOceanModel (POM). When
forcedwith uniform winds,the shelf circulationevolvesquicklyto a quasisteadystate.A
southeastwardalongshorewind lowerssea level along the coastand drivesa
southeastwardcoastaljet with a relativelyweak northwestwardreturn flow farther
offshore.A southwestwardoffshorewind lowers sea level along the west Florida coastand
raisessealevel alongthe Panhandlecoast.Two independentcirculationgyresare set up in
association
with theseregionallydifferent sea level distributions:an anticyclonicgyre off
the west Florida coastconsistingof a southeastwardcoastaljet and a broad return flow
over the middle shelf and a cyclonicgyre off the Panhandlecoastconsistingof a strong
northwestwardcoastaljet and an adjacentnarrow southeastwardundercurrent.These
gyresare separatedby the Big Bend region.In both cases(alongshoreand offshorewind
forcing)the circulationsare fully three-dimensional,
with opposingsurfaceand bottom
boundorylayer flowsaccountingfor the across-shelf
transports.The shapesof the
coastlineand the isobathsare important determinantsof the shelf-wideresponses.Several
locallymaximumupwellingregionsare identifiedfor geometricalreasons.These include
the Panhandlecoastsouthof ApalachicolaBay, the westFlorida coastsouthof Tampa
Bay, alongthe Florida Keys,and at the shelfbreak where topographicRossbywavesare
evident.

1.

Introduction

The west Florida continentalshelf (WFS) is among the
broadest

continental

shelves in North

America.

Located

at the

easternedgeof the Gulf of Mexico, it is boundedby coastline
in the north and east,and it is partiallyblockedby the Florida
Keys in the south (Figure 1). With the 100 m isobathbeing
positionedsome 80 km, 200 km, and 250 km offshore in its
northern,central,and southernregions,respectively,the WFS
has fairly broad middle and inner-shelfregimesthat are distinguishablefrom the outer shelf (shelf break) regime. The
WFS is alsofully three dimensionalsincethe relativecoastline
and isobathgeometriesresult in regionsof either convergent
or divergentisobaths,notablyalongthe Panhandlecoastin the
north, the Big Bend in the northeast, and the west Florida
coast in the east.

Observations[e.g.,Niiler, 1976;Koblinskyand Niiler, 1980;
Mitchumand Sturges,1982;Cragget al., 1983;Marmorino,1983;
Mitchumand Clarke,1986b;Weisberg
et al., 1996a,b] showthat
the WFS circulationand sea level variationsare highlycorrelated with wind stress. The circulation

Copyright1999by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
0148-0227/99/1999JC900073509.00

of other causative factors.

also varies over a wide

range of spacescalesand timescales,forced by barocliniceffects originating either with the Loop Current at the shelf
break [e.g.,Paluszkiewicz
et al., 1983]or with a combinationof
seasonally
varyingcoastaland surfacebuoyancyfluxes.Adding
the effectsof nonlinear,turbulent interactionsthat may occur
betweenthe variousscalesof motion,the shelf-wideresponses
to externalforcingare intrinsicallycomplex.

Paper number 1999JC900073.

Parallel efforts at in situ and numericalmodel experimentationsare presentlyin placeon the WFS for improvedunderstandingof environmentalissues.Becauseof the factorsnoted
above,we adopteda stepwiseapproachto model experimentation, utilizing the primitive equationPrincetonOcean Model
(POM) describedby Blumbergand Mellor [1987] and adding
levels of complexityin a systematicway to facilitate model
interpretationsrelative to observations.A first set of model
experimentsconsistsof initial value problemsin which a constant densityshelf,initially at rest, is acted upon by spatially
uniform, time-independent, upwelling favorable winds directed either alongshoreor offshorerelative to the west Florida coast.While the model is fully nonlinear,to the extentthat
the linear terms control the dynamics,the shelf responseto
uniform windsfrom any coordinatedirectionmay be thought
of in termsof the responses
to thesetwo coordinatedirections.
The purposeof this paper thereforeis to providea relatively
simple frameworkwithin which the shelf-wideresponsesto
synopticscalewind forcingmaybe interpretedindependently
Section 2 describes the model and its formulation

relative to

previousnumericalmodel applicationson the WFS. Sections3
and 4 developthe kinematicsof the circulationresponsesin
the alongshoreand offshorewind-forcedexperiments,respectively.The coastaljet and sealevel responses
of the inner shelf,
definedas the regionof interactingsurfaceand bottom Ekman
layers[e.g.,Mitchumand Clarke,1986a;Lentz, 1995],are particularlyevident.The spin-up,occurringprimarilyover a pendulum day, follows a classicalEkman-geostrophicroute in
which the across-shelfdivergencein the surfacewind-driven
transportcausesa sealevel slopeand an associated
alongshore
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terization and wind stressmagnitude.Section 6 then offers a
summaryand discussion.
Dynamicalanalysesthat quantifythe
spatiallyvaryingmomentumbalancesare developedseparately
by Z. Li and R. H. Weisberg(West Florida continentalshelf
responseto upwellingfavorablewind forcing:Dynamics,submitted to Journalof Geophysical
Research,1999). Here we
exploitjust the three-dimensionalaspectsof the flow fields.
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Model Development
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Previous

Numerical

Models

of the West Florida

Shelf

Relative to the many applicationsof numericalcirculation
modelson continentalshelves,thosespecificto the WFS are
limited, this despite the fact that the Gulf of Mexico Loop
Currentis extensivelystudied[e.g.,Blumbergand Mellor, 1985;
Oey, 1995].Marmorino [1982]useda linear, two-dimensional,
steadystate model with realisticcoastlineand bathymetryto
examinethe barotropicsealevel responseof the shelf to constant, uniform wind forcing from different coordinatedirections.The model gaverealisticsea surfaceslopes,trappedto
the coastwith an e-folding scaleconsistentwith the arrested
topographicwavescalesof Csanady(1978) and Winant[1979].
Hsuehet al. [1982] added time dependenceto a linear, twodimensionalmodel to studythe barotropicsea level and circulationresponses
of the WFS to constant,uniformwind forcing directedeither alongshoreor offshorebut with simplified
geometry.Idealized time-dependentforcing typicalof a wintertime coldfront wasalsoanalyzed.This modelproducedsea
level fluctuationsat the coast in reasonableagreementwith
observations,and it generatedtopographicRossbywavesat
the shelf break. The offshore scale of the sea level fluctuations

Bay
Desoto Canyon

:ort Myers

was much smaller than a barotropicRossbyradius of deformation and similar to that found by Marmotino [1982]. As
verticallyintegratedmodels,neither of thesewas able to explore the kinematicsof the circulation,its vertical structures
leadingto cross-isobath
transports,or the dynamicsinvolved.
Cooper[1987] employeda linear baroclinicmodel using a
Galerkin

scheme in the vertical but with coarse resolution

and

unrealisticgeometry.Severalexperimentswere performed,includingresponsesto idealizedseasonalforcing.Although direct comparisons
with observations
were minimal, the differ-

Gulf of Mexico

25

ences
500

between

the

near-surface

and

near-bottom

flows

suggestedthat three dimensionalityis important to describe
the redistributionof massthat occursas the shelf adjuststo
changesin wind forcing.
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2.2.

Princeton Ocean Model Application

Buildingupon the work of Marmodno [1982],Hsuehet al.
[1982],
and Cooper[1987],we soughtincreasedhorizontalresFigure 1. West Florida (bottom) continentalshelfbathymetry and (top) modeldomainwith an averagegrid sizeof about olution to realisticallyrepresentthe coastlineand bathymetry
9 km. Bold lines denote crosssectionsfor later analysis.From and improvedverticalflow field structureto resolvethe mechanismsof massadjustment.Thuswe set out to performsimilar
north to south these are labeled sections I, II, and III. The
remainingbold line in the southdenotespartial closureof the constant,spatiallyuniformwind-forcedexperiments,but with a
southernboundaryby the Florida Keys.
fully three-dimensional,time-dependent,primitive equation
modelthat couldbe further modifiedto includemore complicatedforcingfunctionsand baroclinicity.The PrincetonOcean
jet that, in turn, effects the bottom Ekman layer transport Model (POM) describedby Blumbergand Mellor [1987]was
necessaryto complete the across-shelftransportcircuit. The selectedfor this purpose.The model has severalimportant
across-shelf
scaleof the responseis thereforea frictional scale features. First, it has an embedded turbulence closure subset by the turbulence.Additional three-dimensionaleffects, model [Mellorand Yamada, 1974, 1982; Galpetinet al., 1988]
includingcountercurrentsat midshelf,then evolve on longer for parameterizingtheverticalturbulenteddycoefficients.
Sectimescalesby virtue of the WFS geometry.Section5 describes ond, it employsa sigmacoordinatein the vertical,which,with
the sensitivityof the resultsto the model turbulenceparame- the turbulenceclosuresubmodel,is well suited to study the
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nonlineardynamicsover a shallow,gentlyslopingcontinental Table 1. Summaryof the SymbolsUsed in the Model
shelf. Finally, orthogonalcurvilinearcoordinatesin the hori- Equationsand BoundaryConditions
zontal are convenientsincethe isobathsgenerallytend to run
Symbol
Description
parallel to the coastlineover much of the WFS. There are
time
numeroussuccessful
applicationsof the POM to estuarineand t
continental shelf circulation studies, such as the works of

Blumbergand Mellor (1985),Ezer andMellor [1994],Miller and
hi, h2
Lee [1995a,b], andAllen et al. [1995].
The POM equationsgoverningthe conservationof massand
momentumunder a hydrostaticapproximation,usingorthog- Ho
onal curvilinearcoordinates(•, s) horizontallyand a sigma
coordinate(cr) vertically,are providedbelow. Equationsfor
potentialtemperatureand salinityconservationare omitted
becausethey are not activein this barotropicstudy.Table 1
definesthe various symbols,and the turbulenceclosuresub- U, •, O)
model is discussed
in the appendix.
Or/

0

0

0to

+

0

(h2u2D)+

0

(h•uvD) + h•h

transformation

metric coefficients

of the horizontal

coordinatesfrom the regularCartesiansystem(x, y)
to the orthogonalcurvilinearsystem(•, s)
averagewater depth relative to the geoid
free surface elevation

sigmacoordinate,definedas cr = (z - r•)/(H o + r•); z
is the original Cartesianvertical coordinate,cr = 0
denotes the free surface, and cr = -1 denotes the
bottom

three velocitycomponentsin the (•, s, o-)directions;the
relation

between

the transformed

a-sense vertical

velocity •o and the original Cartesianvertical velocityw
is

=0

h•h2
•-+ • (h2uD)
+ • (h•vD)
+ h•h2
•cr
O(h•h2uD)

horizontal orthogonalcurvilinearcoordinates,directing
southeastwardand onshore,respectively

•o=W-h-•22
h2urr-•+•
O(rou)

'•-+T
(oo o.)]- (oo

+h•v,•+•
D

instantaneouswater depth, D = H 0 + •
Coriolis parameter,f = 2• sin ½, where •

+Dv -v-•-+
u•hih2f
Oh2
Ohi
)

= 7.27

10-s s- • and ½is the latitude
#

acceleration
of gravi
W (9.8m s-2)

Po(=P)

meandensi
W, setto 1.023x 10• kg m-•;

Km

vertical eddy coefficientfor vertical turbulent
momentummking
horizontaleddy coefficientcalculatedfrom the
Smagorins• formulation:

atmosphericpressureat sea surface,constant

=-#h2DO•

po

O• D O••r dcr

Am

Am22D
Po0Pa
•-+ •O(
2Am•-[
D •Ou)
+ O(
h2
h2
hi Ou)
JDOcrI•rn•Ou)
(2)
q-• ami
q-h,h20(

-D

O(h•h2vD)
Ot

o

Am
=•Ch
•h2
k•] +

ouh (oq1

where C = 0.1

surfacewind stresscomponentsin (•, •) directions,
respectively

o

+ (h2uvD)
+ (hlv2D)
+h,h2Ocr

bottomdragcoefficient,
Cb = MAX {k2[ln (1 + crnb
)
Ho/zo)]-2, 2.5 X 10-3}; t<= 0.4 is thevonKarman

+Du -u•-•
+ v-•+ h•h2f
Ohi
Oh2
)
Ub,

•b

constant,crnbis the crposition of the grid point next
to the bottom,andz o (=0.01 m) is the bottom
roughnessconstant;
bottom velocitycomponentsevaluatedat the grid next
to the bottom

= -#h1D0S
-D--

/9o

+

0S D • •- dcr

2A m

•90'•-g •

D

•22 '•g

+

•

A

Km
(OV(-1))
=Cb(u•
+v})•/2v
b (6b)

D

m•11 •

I•rn
+•ami•
i Og
•
0(On) q-----h•h2
0(Or)

D

(3)

The boundau conditionsat the surfaceand bottom are

•(0) = 0

(4a)

w(-1) = 0

(4b)

At the coastalboundariesthe velocity componentsare zero
owingto the no-slipand normal flow conditions.At the open
boundariesthe Orlanski[1976] radiationconditionis adopted
for all of the dynamicalvariables,where the radiationspeedis
calculatedfrom the correspondinginterior field. This treatment of the open boundariesis sufficientto maintain mass
conservationover the model domain. We note that experiments performedwith zero sea surfaceelevation along the
westernopenboundaryessentiallygavethe sameresults.However, for subsequentbaroclinic calculations[Li, 1998] this
clampedboundarycondition,with or without additionaldamping terms [e.g.,Blumbergand Kantha, 1985], gaveundesirable
internal gravitywave reflections.
The model domain(Figure 1) extendsabout750 km alongshore from the Florida Panhandleto the Florida Keys and

Km(Ou(O))
=ze
(5a)
Km(OU(-1))
=Ca(u•+v•)i/2u
•
(5b)
Km(Ov(O))
=z,
(6a)
D

D

0a

P0

0a

P0

Oa

D

Ocr

about 450 km offshore

from the west Florida

coast. It covers
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Table 2. Spacingof the SigmaLevels
Level

o-Spacing

1

0.000

2
3
4
5
6

0.014
-0.028
-0.056
-0.111
-0.222

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

-0.333
-0.444
-0.556
-0.667
-0.778
-0.889
-0.944

14
15
16

-0.972
-0.986
- 1.000

the entire WFS, and it extendssufficientlywestwardinto the
Gulf of Mexico sothat the regionof the shelfbreak is resolved.
Realisticshelf topography(obtainedfrom the Data Support
Sectionof the ComputingDivisionof the National Center for
AtmosphericResearch)is used,with 1500 m being the maximum depth beyondthe shelf break and 5 m being the minimum depthat the coastline.The horizontalcomputationalgrid
size ranges from 6.5 to 15 km, with an average of 9 km,
ß providinghigherresolutionthan in previousWFS model studies. The vertical

resolution

includes

16 levels that are distrib-

uted logarithmicallyabout the middle (Table 2) to achieve
finer resolution of the surface and bottom boundary layers
relative

to the interior

flow.

The POM employsa staggered(Arakawa C) grid for horizontal spatialdifferencing.For time differencingthe horizontal terms are treated by an explicit leapfrogscheme,whereas
the vertical terms are treated implicitly. This eliminatesan
additional

time constraint

lows for a finer vertical

for the vertical

resolution

coordinate

WIND RESPONSES

time delayfor the near-bottomflow to developrelative to the
near-surfaceflow is the setuptime for the surfaceslopesince
a surfaceslope is necessaryto drive an interior geostrophic
flow before a bottom Ekman layer can form in response.The
end result is a left-hand turning in the bottom Ekman layer
relativeto the interior flow (Figure 4).
The overall responsepatterns also evolve rapidly to their
quasisteadystates,as shownfor sea level and verticallyaveragedcurrentsin Figure 3. The overallpatternsare essentially
establishedwithin 1 day, after which only the detailsvary, not
the large scalefeatures;that is, the day 8 patternslook very
muchlike thoseon day 1. Observations[e.g.,Marmorino,1982;
Cragget al., 1983]of coastalsealevelbeingdirectlywind forced
at synopticweather timescalesand laggingthe wind by less
than a pendulumday supportthis rapid spin-upfinding.Becausethe spin-uptime is lessthan the timescale(roughly2-14
days)of the synopticweather, theseinitial value problem resultsmay be viewedas representativeof the WFS responseto
the trailing edgeof a typicalfrontal system.
The divergenceof the offshore-directedEkman transport
for this southeastwardalongshorewind stressexperimentresultsin upwellingand a set downof sealevel at the coast.The
sea surfacetopography(Figure 3) showsthat the offshore
extentof the responseis primarilycontainedwithin the 50-100
m isobaths,similar to that found by Marmorino [1982] and
Hsueh et al. [1982]. The offshorescale is widest in the Big
Bend,where the bottom slopeis smallest,and narrowestin the
Panhandle,wherethe bottomslopeis largest.Thusthe surface
topographyisolinesdo not exactlyparallelthe isobaths,leading
to different regionalresponsebehaviors,to be discussed
later.
With the seasurfacetilting downtowardthe coast,the coastal
elevationchangeis dependentupon the shapeof the coastline
[Cragget al., 1983]. Within the Big Bend region, where the
distancebetweenthe seasurfacetopographynodalline andthe
shorelineis largest,the set down is also the largest:33 cm in
this case.Owing to the partial closureof the southernbound-

and al-

in the surface and bottom

boundary layers. The model is also split into external and
internalmodeswith differenttime steps(15 s for the external
mode and 600 s for the internal mode), improvingthe efficiencywith which the model is run.

0

•

u2

ul
v2

-0.1

-0.2

3.

Southeastward Alongshore Wind Experiment

-0.3

An initial valueproblemis performedfrom a stateof restby
applyinga spatiallyuniform, time-independentwind stressof

!

0

5

Spin-Up and Sea Surface Elevation

The spin-up phase proceedsrapidly over the courseof a
pendulum day, after which the model slowly approachesa
quasisteadystate.Figure 2 showsthe horizontalvelocitycomponent time seriesand their correspondingkinetic energies
near the surface

and bottom

at a site central

to the model

domain(28øN,84øW).The near-surfaceflowis more energetic
than the near-bottomflow, as expected.The initial response,
consistingof an acceleratingcoastaljet with an offshoredirectedcomponentat the surface,followedby an onshoreflow
componentat depth, is consistentwith the classicalEkmangeostrophicspin-upproblem.Once the near steadystatepattern is achieved(Figure4), the near-surfaceflowvectorat this
location is oriented -45 ø to the right of the wind stress.The

i

15

20

time (days)

magnitude
1 dyncm-2 oriented150ørelativeto truenorth.
3.1.

i

10

• 0.06

E

o.)0.04
•
o 0.02

E1

•-

E2
0

5

10

15

20

time (days)

Figure 2. Kinetic energyand velocitycomponenttime series
near the surface(1) and bottom (2) at 28øN,84øW(1.31 and
45.7 m, respectively,at 47 m total depth) from the alongshore
wind experiment(where 1 and 2 refer to the subscripts
of the
labels).
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(½)middle (level 8, day 12). max: 38.3 ½m/s

(d) near-bottom (level 15, day 12). max: 13.4 cm/s

Figure 4. Horizontalvelocityvectorfieldsat day12 for the alongshore
wind experiment:(a) depth-averaged,
(b) near-surface
(sigmalevel 2), (c) middepth(sigmalevel8), and (d) near-bottom(sigmalevel 15).

ary by the Florida Keys,water piles up there, in contrastto
other locationsalongthe coast.This piling up of water drives
an offshore-directedflow along the southernboundary,which
turns anticyclonicallyto feed a return flow farther offshore.
The timescaleto setup thisreturn flow,whichincludesa subtle
reversalof the across-shelfpressuregradient over the outer
portion of the shelf, is longer than a pendulumday, as seenin

Figures 3 and 7. Thus the inner-shelf region sets up first,
followed by the return flow farther offshoredue to the geometrical effectsof the coastlinevariationsand the partial closureby the Florida Keys.
A differenceexistsbetweenthe processof spin-updescribed
abovewith that describedby other authorsfor a west coast
ocean in responseto upwelling favorable alongshorewind
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stress[e.g.,Suginohara,1982;Philanderand Yoon, 1982;Blumbergand Mellor, 1987]. In all casesa downwindjet develops
within the coastalregion as the result of direct wind forcing
and the geostrophicresponseto the ensuingpressurefield.
However, if the depth at the coast is large or baroclinicity
effectivelydecouplesthe flow field from the frictional effectsof
the bottom, then the offshore responsescale is the Rossby
radiusof deformationand the adjustmenttime is the time for
coastalKelvin or shelfwavesto transitthe wind-forcedregion.
In our casethe responsescalesand adjustmenttime are modified by an activebottom Ekman layer by virtue of a gradual
depthvariation.Mitchumand Clarke[1986a]providean analytical basis for such frictional, inner-shelf effects, and such
behavior is evident in the work of Lentz [1995] and in the
two-dimensional
POM experimentsof Allen et al. [1995].
3.2.

Flow Field on Sigma Surfaces

Importantthree-dimensional
featuresariseon the WFS becauseof itsuniquegeometry,whichincludespartialblockingin
the southby the Florida Keysand the coastlinechangeswithin
the Big Bend. These are seenin the Figure 4 horizontalvelocity field maps sampledon day 12 for different sigmalevels,
includingthe depthaverage(Figure4a), the near-surfacelevel
2 (Figure 4b), the middle level 8 (Figure 4c), and the nearbottom level 15 (Figure 4d). With the exceptionof the return

day12, level 15
CI: le-06

m/s

(-32--27.9)xle-05

m/s

Figure 5. Vertical velocitycomponentfield at day 12 for the
alongshorewind experiment, sampled near the bottom (at
sigmalevel 15) and transformedto the z coordinateof a standard rectilinearx, y, z system.Solid lines denote upwelling,
dotted lines denote downwelling,and the contour interval is
10--6 m s-•.

flow farther offshore, the midshelf and inner-shelf features for

theseday 12 patternsare nearly equivalentto the patternsat
any time after day 1, becauseof the rapid spin-uppreviously
shown.The midlevel and depth-averagedflow fields are similar, and they show the general nature of the flow field. An
alongshorejet exists,consistentwith the sea surfacedeformation, and it variesalongshorewith the coastlineand bathymetry. The coastaljet is strongand narrowon the Panhandleshelf
becauseof tightlypackedisobaths,relativelyweak and broad
in the Big Bend becauseof more widely spacedisobaths,and
strongagainsouthof Tampa Bay, andbeyondNaplesit begins
to form a return flowbecauseof partialblockingby the Florida
Keys.This return flow originatesageostrophically
in the southeastcorner(it flowsuphill) and then turnstowardthe northwest as a geostrophicflow, consistentwith the surfacetopography. Thus a northwestoriented U-shaped pattern occurs,
connectingthe strongsoutheastward
coastaljet with the relativelyweak northwestwardreturn flow.
Unlike the depth-averagedand the midlevelflow fields,the
surfaceflow consistsof both pressurefield and Ekman layer
related parts. The surfacecurrentsare thus discussedwith
respectto two regions.The first is the area with large sea
surfacedeformation and hence the superpositionof Ekman
and geostrophicflows, generallyshorewardof the 50 m isobath. The secondis the areawithoutlarge surfacedeformation
and hencejust containingEkman flows.Within the coastaljet
region the surfaceflows show a small turning to the right
relativeto the middepthflows,with the Ekman part addingto
the geostrophicpart. Over a broad expanseof the southern
portion of the model domain, roughly seawardof the 50 m
isobath,a classicalEkman flow developsdirected 45ø to the
right of the wind stress.There the northwestwardreturn flow
occursas an undercurrentbeneaththe surfaceboundarylayer.

systemstretchingwith depth,which rendersthe Ekman layer
within the first two sigmalevelsin this region.
In the sameway that the near-surfaceflow field showsthe
effectsof the surfaceEkman layer, the near-bottomflow field
is modified by the bottom Ekman layer. Relative to the middepth currents, the bottom Ekman layer causesa left-hand
turning in the near-bottomcurrents.This has important ramifications.In terms of across-shelf
transportsthe onshorebottom Ekman layerflowsoffsetthe offshoresurfaceEkman layer
flows,allowingthe seasurfaceslopeto remain in quasisteady
statewhilefeedingan upwellingcirculation.Owingto the geometriesof both the coastlineand the isobaths,the regionoffshore
of TampaBaytakeson a specialsignificance.
Therewe observea
confluenceof flows(Figure 4) due to steeringby the coastline
and turningby the bottom Ekman layer.The resultis a region
of locallymaximumupwelling(Figure 5). The transitionbetweenthe alongshorecoastaljet and the return flow alsohasan
important bottom boundarylayer manifestation.Within the
return flow the bottom Ekman layer causesa down isobath
componentand hencea regionof downwelling(Figure 5).
Other largeverticalmotionregionsare alsoseenin Figure5.
The large across-isobathflows due to the strong, narrow
coastaljet on the Panhandlecoast result in large upwelling
there. Both up and downisobathflowsin the Big Bend region
result in either upwellingor downwellingthere. Similarly, in
the southeastern corner of the model domain, where the flow

steersoffshore,there existsa complicateddistributionof vertical velocityas water piles up and movesdown isobath.Finally, the regular sequenceof upwelling and downwelling
found alongthe shelfbreak resultsfrom the bottomboundary
layer interactionswith the northwestwardreturn flow. This is
shownin Figure 6 for the near-bottomhorizontalvelocitycomOver the northern half of the model domain, where the isobath ponent field at the shelf break. The across-isobath
perturbaslopesare larger and deeper water is located closer to the tions accountfor the sequenceof upwellingand downwelling
coast,the surfaceflowis directednormal(asopposedto 45ø) to seenin Figure5. Theseperturbationspervadethe entire water
the wind stress.This is a consequenceof sigma coordinate column, as expectedby the Taylor-Proudmantheorem. They
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bationsto the Loop Current (explicitlyexcludedfrom our

study),theymayoccurin response
to anyflowsoversuchsteep
topography.
As thesetopographicwavesapproachthe Desoto Canyon,
their horizontalstructurebecomesmore complicatedbecause
of topography,
but their amplituderemainssteady.The lackof
growthwith time for thesewaveperturbationsin the northwest

cornerof the modeldomainprovidesevidencethat the open
boundaryconditions
(whichcontainno addeddissipation)
are
workingproperly.
3.3.

Vertical

Structure

of the Flow Field

Complementing
the descriptionon the evolutionof the flow
fieldson sigmasurfaces,
Figure7 showsacross-shelf
sections
of
the velocitycomponentssampledon the westFlorida coastoff
Sarasotaon days1, 4, and 8. In the alongshore
velocitycommax: 3.5 cm/s
?•t
ponentwe seethe southeastward
coastaljet within the region
of maximumseasurfacedeformation(Figure3) and the subsequentdevelopmentof the northwestwardreturn beneaththe
surfaceEkman layerfarther offshore.As the coastaljet accelerates,a bottom Ekman layer develops,causingan onshorevelocitycomponentnear the bottom.By
Figure 6. Horizontal velocity vector fields from the near- directedacross-shelf
bottom shelfbreak region of Figure 4 with the 100, 200, 500, virtueof the kinematicbottomboundaryconditionthisresults
and 1000m isobathssuperposed
asthick lines.Note the eddy- in upwelling,with maximumamplitudecentereduponthe relike structuresthat are evidentover the steeptopography.
gionof maximumacross-shelf
flow.Similarly,downwelling
occursin the region of northwestwardreturn flow. The result is
a fully three-dimensionalflow field.
Regional differencesoccur in the flow field structuresbeof about30 km d-•. The spatialscalematches
that of the causeof the WFS geometry.This is evidentin Figure 8, which
eddiesobservedby Niiler [1976], and the speedis consistent compares across-shelfsectionssampled at the Panhandle
with the dispersionrelationshipfor topographicRossbywaves coast,the Big Bend, and the west Florida coastoff Sarasota.

havea spatialscaleof about 150 km and a propagationspeed

[e.g.,Gill, 1982].While Niiler [1976] attributedthesepertur- They all showsimilarfeatures,but with varyingintensityand
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Figure 7. The structuresof the three velocitycomponents(u, v, and w) at daysl, 4, and 8 for the
alongshore
windexperimentsampledat crosssectionIII (seeFigure1). For u, v, andw, solidlinesdenote
southeastward
alongshore,onshore,and upwelling,respectively,
and dashedlines denote northwestward
alongshore,offshore,and downwelling,respectively.
Thick linesdenotethe zero contour,and the contour

intervals
for u, v, andw are0.02,0.01,and10-6 m s-•, respectively.
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Figure 8. The structuresof the threevelocitycomponents(u, v, and w) at day 12 for the alongshorewind
experimentsampledat crosssectionsI, II, and III (see Figure 1). For u, v, and w, solid lines denote
southeastwardalongshore,onshore,and upwelling,respectively,and dashedlines denote northwestward
alongshore,offshore,and downwelling,respectively.Thick lines denotethe zero contour,and the contour

intervals
for u, v, andw are0.02,0.01,and10-6 m s-•, respectively.

scale.Over the Big Bend region,where the isobathgradientis trates to deeper depth. These basic differencescan all be
smallest,the offshorescaleis largest,and the upwelling,while attributedto the intensityof the coastaljet and hencethe acrosspervasiveover the shelf, is of reducedamplituderelative to shelftransportsboughtabout by the bottom Ekman layer.
what is found to the north or south. Conversely,over the
Panhandle,where the isobathgradientis largest,the offshore
4. Offshore Wind Experiment
scaleis smallest,and the upwellingis more intenseand peneThis experimentinvestigatesthe responseof the WFS to a
wind stressthat is rotated 90øclockwisefrom the previouscase.

It hasthe samemagnitude
(1 dyncm-2), and,directed240ø
u2
v2
vl

-0.15

with respectto true north,it is offshorewith respectto the west
Florida coast.As in the previouscase, a constant,spatially
uniform wind stressis applied as an initial value problemfrom
a state of rest.

•
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Spin-Up and Sea Surface Elevation

The model again spinsup rapidly (Figure 9) by a classical
Ekman response,redistributingmassand leadingto a coastally
confined surface deformation and an associatedcoastaljet.
The shapeof the coastlinerenders the overall responsepatternsfor the surfacedeformationand the depth averagedcurrents (Figure 10) more complicatedthan for the alongshore
wind-forcedcase.Jets set up along the Panhandlecoast,the
Big Bend, and the Florida Keys,where the windstend to be
alongshore.A jet-like structureand an associatedsea level
deformationthen fill in alongthe westFlorida coast,where the
wind

stress is directed

offshore.

The

main

features

of this

pattern are essentiallyin place after -2 days,uponwhichthe
time (days)
sea surface elevation contoursnearly parallel the coastline
Figure 9. Kinetic energyandvelocitycomponenttime series over a largeportionof the shelf,the setdownis abouthalf that
near the surface(1) and bottom(2) at 28øN,84øW(1.31 and of the alongshorewind-forcedcaseover the westFlorida coast,
45.7 m, respectively,at 47 m total depth) from the offshore and the zero contourroughlycoincideswith the 40 m isobath.
Within the Big Bend region, where both right and left hand
wind experiment.
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Figure 11. Horizontalvelocityvectorfieldsat day12for the offshorewindexperiment:
(a) depth-averaged,
(b) near-surface
(sigmalevel2), (c) middepth(sigmalevel8), and(d) near-bottom
(sigmalevel15).

coastlinesexistrelative to the winds, a bifurcation results in the
11b), the middle level 8 (Figure 11c), and the near-bottom
flow field.As is the casefor the alongshorewinds,return flows level 15 (Figure 11d) are shownin Figure 11. The depthfarther offshoretake longer to establish.
averagedand middepthcurrentsare very similar.Compared
with the alongshore
wind-forcedexperiment,a relativelyweak

4.2. Flow Field on Sigma Surfaces

andspatiallyinhomogeneous
southeastward
alongshore
jet apHorizontal velocityfield maps sampledon day 12 for the pearsalongthe westFlorida coastclosedby an offshorenorthdepthaverage(Figure 11a), the near-surface
level 2 (Figure westwardreturn flow originatingin the southbecauseof the
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in the near-bottom vertical velocity component distribution
shownin Figure 12. Upwelling is generallyseenover the entire
shelf domainwith the exceptionof the transitionalcoastaljet
region from the Big Bend to the Panhandlecoasts,where the

sea
level
elevation
is
relatively
high
and
near-bo
flow
is
south
ofTampa
Bay.
This
issupported
byobservations,
aswill

directeddown isobathnear the coast.Of particularinterestis

the regionof maximumupwellingjust offshoreand to the

be
discussed.
Similar
tothe
alongshore
wind-forced
experi-

ment,
aregularly
occurring
sequence
of
upwellin
and
down

welling is seen along the regionsof the shelf break and the
Desoto Canyon.
4.3.

day12, level 15
(-19.9-7.7)xl e-05 m/s
CI: le-06

m/s

Vertical

Structure

of the Flow Field

Across-shelfsectionsof the velocitycomponentssampledon
the west Florida coast off Sarasotaon days 1, 4, .and 8 are
shownin Figure 13.A southeastward
coastaljet developsin the

alongshore
velocity
component,
but
itis
relatively
weak
and

more coastallyconfined than in the alongshorewind-forced
Figure 12. Vertical velocitycomponentfield at day 12 for the experiment.The return flow farther offshoreis also weaker,
offshorewind experiment,samplednear the bottom (at sigma and it is a combinationof Ekman and pressuregradientflow,
level 15) and transformedto the z coordinateof a standard as contrasted with a distinctive subsurface countercurrent flowrectilinearx, y, z system.Solid lines denoteupwelling,dotted ing in oppositionto the surfaceEkman flow. Turning in the
lines
denotedownwelling,
andthe contourintervalis 10--6m bottom Ekman layer beneaththe alongshorecoastaljet pro--1
S

.

duces an onshore-directed

near-bottom

flow in the across-shelf

componentthat tends to compensatethe offshore-directed
near surfaceflow. This resultsin upwellingover the entire

partially closedboundary there. The bifurcation in the Big section out to the shelf break, with maximum values on about
Bend region feeds a northwestwardcoastaljet consistentwith the 20 m isobath,where the coastaljet is largest.As in the
the change in sea surface topography over the Panhandle previouscase, the flow field is fully three-dimensionaland
coast.These added spatialinhomogeneities
make the overall horizontallydivergentevenfor theserelativelysimple,constant
flow patternsfor the offshorewind casemore complicatedthan densityexperiments.
for the alongshorewind case.Insteadof one overallcoastaljet
Regional differencesin the across-shelfstructureare again
and offshorereturn flow regime, there are now two gyre-like evident in the Figure 14 comparisonof across-shelfsections
systemsover the northern and southernportionsof the model sampledon the Panhandlecoast,the Big Bend, and the west
domain, separatedby the Big Bend region. This double-gyre Florida coastoff Sarasota.As with the alongshorewind-forced
systemis qualitativelyconsistentwith the observationalinfer- experiment,they all show similar features, but with varying
enceof Chew[1955].These overallpatternsare consequences intensity and scale. An oppositelydirected coastaljet with
of the coastlinegeometry,includingthe partial closureof the subsurfacecountercurrentdistinguishesthe Panhandle coast
southernboundaryby the Florida Keys.
sectionfrom thosefarther south.This confinesthe upwellingin
The near-surfaceand near-bottom flow fields provide the the Panhandleregionto the vicinityof the coast,as contrasted
across-shelfmass transportsnecessaryto set up the surface with upwelling over a broader shelf domain farther south.
pressurefield and to maintain the fully three-dimensional
na- Thesefindingsof spatialnonhomogeneity
further highlightthe
ture of the quasisteadystatecirculation.Within the nearshore importanceof the coastlineand isobath geometriesfor the
region the surfaceflow field is generallydirected offshore, WFS circulation.Dependinguponwind directionand location
graduallyturning to the right to becomea pure Ekman layer alongthe coast,theseexperimentssuggestthat the across-shelf
flow outside the region of pressuregradient influence. The transportsmay facilitate a communicationof waters between
bifurcation in the Big Bend is quite evident with the near- the shelf-break and the coastal zone.
surface flow in the center of the Big Bend being directed
offshore and turning to the left and the right to form coastal
jets to the south and north, respectively.Offshore-directed 5. Other Experiments
flow is alsoseenat the southernboundaryalthoughthere it is
While the focus of this paper is on upwelling favorable
ageostrophicsinceit must flow in oppositionto the pressure wind-forcedresponses,
we alsoperformeda companionset of
gradient.The near-bottomflow field generallyshowsonshore- experimentsfor the casesof downwellingfavorablewindsdidirected currents.These also bifurcate within the Big Bend, rectedeither alongshoretowardthe northwestor onshore.The
feedingthe respectivecoastaljets. Justoffshorefrom the Big wind stressmagnitudesare the same,only the directionsare
Bend, however,there is a pattern of near-bottomreturn flow reversed.For completeness,the horizontal velocity fields on
originatingfrom the Panhandlecoastthat is continuouswith different sigmalevelsfor thesedownwellingfavorablealongthe westFlorida coast.The surfaceand bottomboundarylayer shore and onshorewinds are shownin Figures 15 and 16,
responsesto this offshorewind stressexperimentthusprovide respectively.By comparingFigures15 and 4, or Figures16 and
for across-shelftransportsover the entire extent of the conti- 11, it is found that equal but oppositelydirectedwindsyield
nental shelf.
nearly equal but oppositelydirected currents (or surface
The across-shelf
componentof flow near the bottom results slopes)under a barotropicsetting.
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Figure 13. The structuresof the threevelocitycomponents(u, v, andw) at days1, 4, and 8 for the offshore
wind experimentsampledat crosssectionIII (seeFigure 1). For u, v, andw, solidlinesdenotesoutheastward
alongshore,onshore,and upwelling,respectively,and dashedlines denotenorthwestwardalongshore,offshore,and downwelling,respectively.Thick lines denotethe zero contour,and the contourintervalsfor u, v,

andw are0.02,0.01,and10-6 m s-•, respectively.
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Figure 14. The structuresof the three velocitycomponents(u, v, and w) at day 12 for the offshorewind
experimentsampledat crosssectionsI, II, and III (see Figure 1). For u, v, and w, solid lines denote
southeastwardalongshore,onshore, and upwelling, respectively,and dashed lines denote northwestward
alongshore,offshore,and downwelling,respectively.Thick lines denote the zero contour, and the contour
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for u, v, andw are0.02,0.01,and10-6 m s-•, respectively.
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(a) depth-averaged (day 10). max: 18.4 cm/s

(b) subsurface(level 2, day 10). max: 26.1 cm/s

(c) middle (level 8, day 10). max: 18.5 cm/s

(d) near-bottom (level 15, day 10). max: 10.3 cm/s

Figure 15. Horizontalvelocityvectorfieldsat day12for thenorthwestward
alongshore
windexperiment:
(a)
depth-averaged,
(b) near-surface
(sigmalevel2), (c) middepth(sigmalevel8), and (d) near-bottom(sigma
level 15).

To facilitate a better understandingof the model behavior,
sixsensitivityexperiments,as summarizedin Table 3, are also
presented(fashionedafter Allen et al. [1995]).The first four
investigatethe model dependenceupon the verticaleddycoefficientparameterization.The other two examinethe model

dependenceon wind stressmagnitude.Two setsof comparisonsare given.The firstshowssnapshots
of the fieldsof surface
elevationand depth-averagedcurrentsfor the six sensitivity
experiments(Figures17a and 17b), eachperformedusingan
offshore-directed

wind stress as in section 4. The second shows
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(a) depth-averaged(day 12). max: 17.3 cm/s

13,521

(b) subsurface(level2, day 12). max:29 cm/s

ß

-..'..,'

(½)middle(level 8, day 12). max: 17.1 ½m/s

(d) near-bottom(level 15, day 12). max:5.6 cm/s

Figure16. Horizontal
velocity
vectorfieldsat day12for theonshore
windexperiment:
(a) depth-averaged,
(b) near-surface
(sigma
level2), (c) middepth
(sigma
level8), and(d) near-bottom
(sigma
level15).

the verticalstructures
for the horizontalvelocitycomponents Figures17a, 17b,and 18 the firstfour panelsgiveresultsfor
sampledin the across-shelf
sectionoff Sarasota(Figure18). constanteddy coefficientsof magnitude:0.05, 0.005, 0.0005,
For the turbulenceclosureexperiments
we replacedthe de- and0.0005m2 s- 1plusthestandard
turbulence
closure
model.
fault closureschemewith constanteddycoefficients,and for The bottom two panelsgive the standardturbulenceclosure
the wind stressmagnitudeexperimentswe either halved or modelresults,
butwithwindsof magnitude
0.5and2 dyncm-2.
doubledthe stressmagnitude.Thus,from top to bottomin
Regardlessof the verticaleddycoefficientchoice,the basic
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Table 3. Summaryof the Additional Numerical
ExperimentsDesignedto Test the Dependenceof the Model
on the Parameterizationof the Turbulent Eddy Coefficient
and on the Magnitude of the Applied OffshoreWind Stress
Description

Experiment

z, dyncm-2

Km: 0.05
Km: 0.005
Km: 0.0005
Km:pom+ 0.0005

1
1
1
1

Km: half wind
Km: doublewind

0.5
2

gm
0.05m2 s-•
0.005m2 s-•
0.0005m2 s-•
pomq-0.0005m2 s-•
pom
pom

Here pom denotesvertical eddy coefficientfrom the turbulence
closuresubmodelof the PrincetonOcean Model (POM).

WIND RESPONSES

Florida Keys and changesin coastlineorientation within the
Big Bend region and the Panhandlecoast,are found to have
large impactsupon the responses.
Alongshoreforcingproducesa broad continuouscoastaljet
and a subsurfacereturn flow seawardof the jet. This return
flow originatesin the southeasterncorner of the model domain,wherewater mustflow ageostrophically
up pressuregradient becauseof the partial boundaryclosureby the Florida
Keys.The coastaljet is strongestwhere the shelf is narrowest

(along the Panhandlecoastand southof Tampa Bay), conformingto the surfaceelevationgradient.Regionsof strongest
flowshavethe largestbottomEkman layertransports,thereby
settingthe regionsof locally maximum upwelling.Large upwelling is therefore identifiedalong the escarpmentsouthof
ApalachicolaBay on the Panhandlecoastand offshorefrom
Tampa Bay along the west Florida coast.
Offshoreforcingproducesnarrowerand weaker coastaljets
of oppositesignto the north and southof the Big Bend region
and with associatedreturn flowsfarther offshore,this beinga
consequenceof the specificregional geometry. These jets
againdeterminethe bottomEkman layertransportsand hence
the regions of maximum upwelling. Upwelling is identified
over almost the entire expanseof the WFS with a regional
maximumjust southof Tampa Bay.
Sensitivityexperimentson the parameterizationof vertical
friction are performedby substitutingthe turbulenceclosure
submodelof the POM with different valuesof constanteddy
coefficients.
While the overallspatialpatternsfor sealeveland
depth-averagedcurrentsare not largelyaffected (the acrossshelf scale changeswith the turbulencelevel), the vertical
ß

patternsfor the sea surfaceelevationand depth-averagedcurrents are similar, althoughthe magnitudeof the currentsvaries, as does the across-shelfscale. Similarly, by varying the
magnitudeof the wind stress,the magnitudeof the response
varies,but not the overall responsepatterns.
Unlike the verticallyintegratedquantities,the vertical structure of the flow field is sensitiveto the verticaleddycoefficient
becausestressis the product of the eddy coefficientand the
vertical shear. Decreasing the vertical eddy coefficient increasesthe vertical shear,therebystronglyaffectingthe character of the flow. Sincethe currentsover the lower portion of
the water columnare setby the pressuregradientforce (which
is relativelyinsensitiveto eddy coefficient),a small vertical
eddy coefficient results in a surface-confinedresponsewith structure of the flow field is sensitive to the choice of vertical
unrealisticallylarge vertical shears.Only in the casesthat in- eddyfriction parameterization.The turbulencesubmodelpacludetheturbulence
submodel
or useanunrealistically
large rameterizationappearsto give more realistic results (comconstanteddy coefficientdo currentswith similarmagnitudes paredwith limitedin situdata) thana constanteddycoefficient
penetratethe entirewater columnasobserved(e.g.,Weisberg
et parameterization.Other sensitivityexperimentson the effect
al., 1996b].With the standardturbulencesubmodelthe wind of wind stressmagnitudeshow nearly linearly proportional
stressmagnitudesensitivityexperimentsgive resultsthat are results,and the sensitivityto the planetary/3 effect is minor.
The principal conveyancesof across-shelftransport that
approximatelylinearly proportional.
All experimentsincludedlatitudinallyvaryingCoriolis pa- maintain either upwellingor downwellingcirculationsare the
rameter. Not shownis an experimentperformedwith constant surfaceand bottom Ekman layers.A possibleexceptioninCoriolisparameter.This eliminatedsomeof the eddy-likefea- volvesthe topographicRossbywavesthat appear along the
tures observedin the previoushorizontalpattern maps,sug- shelf break as a regular sequenceof upwelling and downgesting
that the planetary/3effecti• a factoralongwith the welling.Theseeddy-likefeaturesmaybe a factorin mixingand
topographic/3 effect in regions other than the shelf break. exchangeof material and momentum between the shelf and
However, omitting the planetary/3 effect does not affect the the deep ocean, particularly over the Panhandlecoast near
overall flow fields.
Desoto Canyon,where the shelf is very narrow.Although the
data are limited, observationalsupportexistsfor the role of the
surface and bottom Ekman layers. The region south of
6. Summary
ApalachicolaBay has been identified as one of high primary
Investigationis made into the circulationand sea level re- productivity[Gilbeset al., 1996], and this coincideswith a
sponsesof the west Florida continentalshelf to upwellingfa- region of large model upwellingresponseto alongshorewind
vorable southeastwardalongshoreand offshorewind stresses, forcing.Over a year-longperiod, February1996 to February
usingthe three-dimensional,primitive equationPOM under a 1997,in whichsatellite-trackedsurfacedrifterswere deployed
barotropic setting. In each case an initial value problem is offshorefrom the Big Bend and Panhandlecoasts(P. Niiler,
solved from a state of rest. The surface elevation and currents
W. Sturges,and W. Johnson,personalcommunication,
1997),
evolverapidly to quasisteadystatesby route of the classical there were no instancesof drifters entering the near-shore
Ekman-geostrophicresponsesto wind forcing.The redistribu- region south of Tampa Bay. Instead, all of the drifters that
tion of mass,initially in the surfaceboundarylayer, causesthe went southmovedprogressivelyfarther offshore,indicativeof
sea level to slope, driving a geostrophicinterior flow and a a pervasivesurface divergenceand upwelling [Yang et al.,
bottom boundarylayer response.Opposingtransportsin the 1999]. Satellitesea surfacetemperatureimagery,in situ measurface and bottom Ekman layers then maintain the quasi surements of sea level and currents, and a numerical model
steadystate.The geometriesof the coastlineand the isobaths, simulationof a specificupwellingevent(R. H. Weisberget al.,
includingthe partial closureof the southernboundaryby the manuscriptin preparation,1999) confirmboth the region of
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Figure 17b. Sea surfaceelevationand depth-averagedvelocityvector fields at day 12 from the sensitivity
experimentsperformedfor offshorewind forcing.For sealevel the thick line is the zero contour,dashedlines
are negativecontours,and the contourinterval is 0.01 m. From top to bottom are displayedthe level 2.5

turbulenceclosuremodelwith a minimumeddycoefficientmagnitudeof 0.0005m2 s-•, the standard
Princeton
OceanModel(POM) model,butwithwindstress
magnitude
of 0.05Nm-2 (halfthevalueof our
previous
analysis),
andthestandard
POMmodel,butwithwindstress
magnitude
of 0.2Nm-2 (twicethevalue
of our previousanalysis).
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responseincludes both the alongshoreand the across-shelf
components.Weatherlyand Thistle[1997]showbottomEkman
layer evidencein the Big Bend region.Recentlyacquiredvelocity data from the inner-shelfalong the West Florida Coast
[Siegel,1999; R. H. Weisbergand E. Siegel, manuscriptin
preparation,1999] demonstrateturningwithin the surfaceand
bottom layersrelative to the interior flow, partially offsetting
across-shelftransports that are coherent with the sea level
variations,and the associatedevolutionof coastaljets. These
jets evolveon the timescaleof the synopticweathervariations,
and they appear to be fully three-dimensionalwith downstream acceleration/decelerationimplied by net across-shelf
transport.Althoughmuchmore remainsto be donein forming
quantitativecomparisonsbetween newly acquired data and
model results,the abovefindingsare at leastall consistentwith
the simplifiedmodel experimentspresented.
These model experimentsare an initial element of a stepwiseapproachto in situdata collectionand modelingaimed at
furtheringour understandingof the circulation'srole in practical WFS environmentalissues.The WFS supportshighly
productivecommercialand recreationalfisheriesfor which the
Big Bendhasparticularsignificance
(C. Keonig,personalcommunication,1997). Pathwaysof larval transportbetweenoffshore spawningand nearshorejuvenile developmentregions
require explanation.The regionsouthof Tampa Bay is known
to be a "red-tide"epicenterregion[Testerand Steidinger,
1997]
that may alsohave a basisin the circulation.Through a coordinateduse of in situ data and modelingwe hope to achievea
quantitative framework in which to address such material
property questions.
,

Appendix: Turbulence Closure Submodel
Vertical mixingof momentumin this studyis parameterized
by an eddycoefficient(Km + •), whereKm is an instantaneous
value obtained from the POM
lOO

turbulence closure submodel and

• is a constant
background
valuesetto 2.0 x 10-s m2 s-•. The

01' x'"///'/l'11•/•" •'•-"••,,•"

POM

turbulence

closure submodel

is based on the works of

Meliorand Yamada[1982]and Galperinet al. [1988],characterizingmixingby the equationsfor the turbulencekineticenergy

q2 anda turbulence
macroscale
l according
to thefollowing:
O(q2D) o

o

o(q2to)

h•h2O• + • (h2uq2D)
+ • (h•vq2D)
+h•h2O•
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Figure 18. The structuresof the horizontal(u, v) velocity
componentsat day 12 for the offshorewind-forcingsensitivity
experimentssampledat crosssectionIII (see Figure 1). Solid
lines for u and v denote southeastwardalongshoreand onshore flow, respectively,and dashedlines denote northwestward alongshoreand offshoreflow, respectively.Thick lines
denote the zero contour, and the contour intervals for u and v

are0.02and0.01m s-•, respectively.
local maximumupwellingidentified south of Tampa Bay and
the rapid Ekman-geostrophic
route to spin-up.For the effects
of the offshorecomponentof wind stress,Black [1998] shows
that while the alongshorecomponentof wind stressexhibits
maximumcoherencewith westFlorida coastsealevel (similar
to the findingsof Marmorino[1982]and Cragget al. [1983]),the
wind direction that producesthe largestmagnitudesea level
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wherea wall proximityfunction& = 1 + E2 (l/•(L)2 is
introduced
with(L) - • = (r• - D o-)- • + (H o + D o-)- • and
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Cragg, J., G. Mitchum, and W. Sturges,Wind-induced sea-surface
slopeson the west Florida shelf,J. Phys.Oceanogr.,13, 2201-2212,
1983.

B •, E •, and E2 are constants.Given the closureassumptions Csanady,G. T., The arrestedtopographicwave,J. Phys.Oceanogr.,8,
describedbyMellorand Yamada[1982],the mixingcoefficients
47-62, 1978.

for momentum,heat, and turbulentkineticenergygm, gh,

Ezer, T., and G. Mellor, Continuous assimilation of Geosat altimeter

andKq are reducedto Km -- lqSm,Kh = lqSh, andKq =
lqSq, respectively,
whereSm, Sh, andSq are stabilityfunc-

data into a three-dimensionalprimitive equation Gulf Stream
model, J. Phys.Oceanogr.,24, 832-847, 1994.
Galperin, B., L. H. Kantha, S. Hassid, and A. Rosati, A quasiequilibriumturbulentenergymodel for geophysicalflows,J. Atmos.
Sci., 45, 55-62, 1988.
Gilbes,F., C. Tomas,J. J. Walsh,andF. E. Muller-Karger,An episodic
chlorophyllplume on the west Florida shelf, Cont. Shelf Res., 16,
1201-1224, 1996.
Gill, A. E., Atmosphere-Ocean
Dynamics,662 pp., Academic,San Diego, Calif., 1982.

tions, analyticallyderived from algebraicrelationsdependent

on Ou/Otr,Ov/Otr,gp•-• (Op/Otr),q, and l. By introducing Gm = (12/q2D)[(Ou/00')
2 + (Or/00')2]1/2 and Gh =
(12/q2D)(#/Po)(0p/0or),the stability
functions
become
Sq= 0.20

(A3)

Sm[6AiA2Gm]+ Sh[1--2A2B2Gh- 12AiA2Gh]= A2

(A4)

Sm[1+ 6A12Gm
- 9AiA2Gh] - Sh[12A•2G
h + 9AiA2Gh]
= A •(1 - 3C_0

(AS)

The empiricalconstantsare derivedfrom laboratorydata:

ies of the winter-stormresponseof the west Florida shelf,J. Phys.
Oceanogr.,12, 1037-1050, 1982.
Koblinsky,C. J., and P. P. Niiler, Direct measurementsof circulation
on west Florida continental shelf, January 1973-May 1975, Data
Rep. 76, Ref. 79-13, 102 pp., Schoolof Oceanogr.,Oreg. StateUniv.,
1980.

q2(0)= B•2/3u•s(O)

(A7a)

q2(-1) = B•2/3u•b(-1)

(A7b)

Lentz, S. J., Sensitivityof the inner-shelfcirculationto the form of the
eddy viscosityprofile, J. Phys.Oceanogr.,25, 19-28, 1995.
Li, Z., Upwelling circulationon the west Florida continentalshelf,
Ph.D. thesis,309 pp., Univ. of SouthFla., St. Petersburg,1998.
Marmorino, G. O., Wind-forced sea level variability along the west
Florida shelf(winter, 1978),J. Phys.Oceanogr.,12, 389-405, 1982.
Marmorino, G. O., Variability of current, temperature, and bottom
pressureacrossthe west Florida continental shelf, winter, 19811982,J. Geophys.
Res.,88(C7), 4439-4457, 1983.
Mellor, G. L., and T. Yamada, A hierarchy of turbulenceclosure
modelsfor planetaryboundarylayers,J. Atmos.Sci.,13, 1791-1806,

q2/(0) = 0

(A8a)

Mellor, G. L., and T. Yamada, Developmentof a turbulenceclosure

q2l(- 1) = 0

(A8b)

(A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, El, E2)

= (0.92, 0.74, 16.6, 10.1, 0.08, 1.8, 1.33)

(A6)

Theboundary
conditions
forq2andl in thisturbulence
closure
submodel

Hsueh, Y., G. O. Marmorino, and L. Vansant, Numerical model stud-

are

1974.

where U,s and U,b are the friction velocitiescalculatedfrom
the applied surfacewind and the modeledbottom frictional
stresses,respectively.

modelfor geophysical
fluidproblems,
Rev.Geophys.,
20, 851-875,
1982.

Miller, J. L., and T. N. Lee, Gulf stream meanders in the South
Atlantic Bight, 1, Scalingand energetics,J. Geophys.Res.,100, 66876704, 1995a.
Miller, J. L., and T. N. Lee, Gulf stream meanders in the South
Atlantic Bight, 2, Momentum balances,J. Geophys.Res.,100, 67056723, 1995b.
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